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About This Game

Collide is a sliding puzzle game. As an orange square, players must collect all of the coins on each map then slide to the finish,
using as few moves as possible. Use WASD or the arrow keys to move around the map.

Play through the easy, medium, and hard campaigns. Each has 25 different levels of progressing difficulty. Unlock the different
campaigns by beating at least 15 of the previous campaign's maps.
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Once you've beaten all of the campaign levels, try to earn or beat par. Also, as you play, you'll earn achievements. Try to earn all
100 and their corresponding rewards (they're not all for bragging rights).

Earning achievements can unlock 10 different skins for the game.
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Players can also create and share their own maps. Using the in-game Level Editor, players can create unique maps and share the
levels with friends.

As you create your own levels, try sharing them with other skilled players to see what "par" really is for each of your puzzles.

"Get from point A to B then C. Wait, isn't D next? No, that's a trap. It must be E. Alright, now how do I get from here to the
finish?"
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Title: Collide
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brandon Slade, Braden Van Wagenen
Publisher:
Miniwit Studios
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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I get that it must be an alpha or beta, but its still not worth 2 dollars because its lacking features that would be good like a shop
or something to use the coins.. Tried to do a music vid of one of my musical compositions. Most of mine are pretty darn long
and this program just takes too much time to render anything over 4 minutes. It even is slow for any type of music that is even
in normal range of 3 to 4 minutes.
It is also very minimal in functions and settings. It's a nice little toy, but not much else.
It's best to hold off till the developers do something with the rendering algorithm so that it would be a bit faster in rendering
time; And, also, give the program a lot more functions and settings so that you could do a lot more than what it does right at this
time in developement.. Asking 60$ for painting/editing software that crashes and rolls back progress everytime you go to SAVE
is insane, I got this when it was on sale and I had some fun with it, but lately its just been a 10 minutes to crash simulator.. too
easy
the bots are stupid

our hero too strong
got all achievement easily. Fan of this style of sport game, if it done correctly... like the original SS, or Wayne Gretzky
Hockey...

Bought this on special, and have only played about 1\/2 hour... this is done RIGHT. Feels great and seems very fun so far.

Thumbs up from me. Just wanted to get a quick review in, for those who might be one the fence.. Good game. Needs more
players. I'm on a Ryzen 5 1400 @ 3.8GHz. I can run it at 80-110FPS. So pretty much anyone should be able to play it.. Great
game, if you like to explore, craft and fight. Lots of fun, but I keep losing time when I try to play. Sit down for 20 minutes and
next thing I know it has been hours. The devs do watch the forum and quickly work on fixes and features.. The base version is
complete crap for the price. WAYYY TOO EXPENSIVE for such a basic game. 10\/10 WOULD NOT RECOMMEND
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Game is ok, but I finished it in under 3 hours, which is too short for the price in my book. It was too easy for me also... Yes, I
didn't get "perfect" on every map, but I got close enough that this didn't matter to my experience.. This was first RPG i played
and i still feel nostalgic about Silverfall. Story and progressing was interesting at its time but now it falls rather flat compared to
modern PRGs.. It's short, buggy, and has a broken achievement. (or at least no one knows how to get it legitimately).
For casual players it will just be difficult and counterintuitive. (and barely possible without a guide)
And by buggy i mean that you can have 2 deaths on one screen. For example cross + "you left me".
Also some dialogue lines have a very small and random chance of appearing and without it you can't get some achievements, so
you have to reset the game until you get the needed dialogue branch.

I should have listened to the negative reviews.

Pls avoid it. Just watch a youtube walkthrough or something.
. I played beta from a long time and it's awesome. I love how this horror is building tense without rough jumpscares. If you want
play Amnesia but in Space - check out Phantaruk.. I am a gardener so of course I love this game. Nice and easy going with
pretty graphics and you learn something! It has the rts element for regular game mode and then the added turn based strategy
mode which is a nice change up. Not a super long game, but pretty and fun for the time being. Definitely recommended, and
they lowered the price, heck wait for a sale and it will be even cheaper and then definitely try it.. DLC does not work on steam.
Killed in game as soon as you try to move
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